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Introduction 

 

For this study, we further seek to understand the “Reiki System” and its             

evolution into new and complementary medicine. Reiki is an ancient form of            

self-healing and its spiritual theoretic suggests that it is integrative in nature. As an              

intelligent system, it also allows for the implementation of alternative practical           

methods. Let’s look even more onto this, seldomly discovered, the Aijii system            

complements the uses of Reiki by “introducing practical methods for the promotion            

and manifestation of physical or spiritual awareness (Kumar, 1994). That system           

declares that faith, or the attribution of meaning toward energy vortexes (i.e.,            

visualization) helps speed the self-healing processes of physical wellbeing. Some of           

these documented characteristics, “Reiki | Aijii” include the most prevalent norms,           

values, and beliefs associated with its real time utilization. Research guides for this            

study ask, “What is understood about those cultural factors associated with the            

practices of Reiki healing,” and “What does the experience encompass?” In like            

manner, how well does the Reiki method complement our understanding of cognitive            

development and its recuperative quality? A symbolic interactionist perspective will          

be implemented to help provide an understanding of Reiki’s iconic cross-cultural           

significance for interested & future aspirant pro-masters.  

Reiki practitioners rely on some specific themes of knowledge. These are           

known to the wider public as chakra, kundalini, quantum, and somatic-maker theory.            

Chakra theory reveals subjective ideas and norms surrounding the utilization of those            
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“centers of consciousness” that are believed to interact with our physical and spiritual             

consistency. Kundalini theory reveals that good energy originates from the          

combination of light energy and that it is derived from an universal energy source              

(i.e., creator) at the quantum level (McTaggart, 2003). What is this universal energy             

source? Quantum theory implies that we are part of conscious and intelligent mind             

that is the matrix of all matter (McTaggart, 2003). Is matter a function of this               

supreme mind or does human kindness perform separately? On the physical level,            

somatic-maker theory emphasizes the role of electrical and endocrine network          

activity how it may affect the emotional self (Maxwell, 2009). Richard Maxwell            

further explains that the central nervous systemic as “emotions” reacts through           

willful concentration. These are very interesting findings because it intends to provide            

an eastern perspective on how spiritual phenomenon (i.e., the Reiki energy field), can             

manifest for the defense of human life activity. 

                                        Analytic Literature Review 

R eiki 

Some energy alleviation systems have been immortalized and recognized         

throughout many cultures, especially those that value conceptions of the self,           

collectivity, or spirituality as the social self across a diverse set of settings.  Reiki              

practices survived ancient mystery after it was re-introduced by Dr. Mikao Usui in             

Japan during the early 1800’s (Herron-Marx, 2008). This system is of importance            

because it offers both, a modern and an alternative approach toward cognitive            
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refinement. It manifests in society as a belief, or recognition by the existence of “a               

source that supplies unlimited life quality and stamina to humankind” (Herron-Marx,           

2008). A well known master, Karin Nemri who has nearly 40 years as a Reiki               

practitioner, introduces the Aiijii healing system as remnants of the Reiki method.            

She mysitifies, “ This Aquarian age has finally allowed humans to understand that we              

are able to use divine energy healing systems to conduce self cognitive and social              

relief” and “Aiji is an energetic system that is used in the spiritual realms and it is                 

now being discovered into the physical world (Nemri, 2004). That cultural belief            

implies that spiritual realities interconnect with our physical awareness, facilitating          

the use of integrative medicine. In like manner, Nobel Prize recipient, Max Planck             

introduced Quantum theory that also supports for the existence of an intelligent field             

that interacts and constructs within our physical reality. 

The Field :: Matrix 

Father of Quantum theory, Max Planck argues “ all matter exists and            

originates only by virtue of a force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration                

and holds this minute solar system of the atom together.” We must assume behind              

this force, the existence of a conscious and intelligent mind that is the matrix of all                

matter (McTaggart, 2003). He infers that we function as part of a universal             

consciousness that provides access to life energy that is capable of transmuting and             

altering the form of matter. “This has been acknowledged by some researchers as “the              

field that it is the basis of interconnectedness of all things”(McTaggart, 2003). “ Some              

researchers believe that this field of energy interacts between the physical and many             
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“universal worlds”(Lim, 2013).  Direct links between subjective “ consciousness         

centers “ (i.e., chakra theory) and central nervous system development (i.e.,           

somatic-maker theory) provides us with a scientific rationale for understanding          

intercellular gap-junction activity, aspects of Reiki healing, and the “field” in where it             

participates in (Maxwell, 2009). Richard Maxwell offers a new orientation toward           

conceptualizing and studying this type of subjective phenomenon. 

Somatic-Maker theory 

Maxwell reveals, “By attaining mastery over each chakra (i.e., belief) and its            

influence on anatomical locations; the self, body, and all aspects of the mental             

functioning are believed to become controlled”(2009). Maxwell incorporates        

somatic-maker theory, which supports the notion that quality of life can be            

represented by those interactive processes of brain functioning, cognition, and          

emotion. This theory emphasizes the role of electrical and endocrine network activity            

including intercellular communication and its effect on physiological and         

social-psychological responses (Maxwell, 2009). He hypothesizes that intercellular        

gap junction connections provide a physiological mechanism underlying subtle         

energy systems that are described in yoga as well as other related disciplines.  

These underlying subtle energy systems are understood by Maxwell to function           

as gap junctions. He reveals that chakras are centers of metaphysical energy,            

non-physical, and physical control centers (Maxwell, 2009). What has lead to this            

subjective conclusion? He believes that the physical aspects of chakras are           

represented by those gap junctions that link cells to form hydrophilic passages, which             
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composes ions capable of creating electrical conductance (Maxwell, 2009). His study           

is archival in nature in where he studies associations between chakras and anatomical             

sites. 

Powerful implications concerning the Central Nervous System development as         

a physical system may be potentially associated with chakra theory. The neural            

network is claimed to become influenced at a cellular level, that regulates breathing &              

sometimes dopamine levels. Neurobiologists reveal that gap junction activity also          

plays a role in embryonic processes, including heart & limb development, synaptic            

communication, and regulates inspiratory synchronization (Maxwell, 2009). Could        

that study of chakra theory be connected to neural network activity as Maxwell             

predicts? To support his theory, some researchers claim that acupuncture points arise            

from a higher density of gap junctions. These exist among autonomic cells, that             

formulate centers where good and intentional growth of tissues and organs are            

stimulated (i.e., morphogenesis). Chakras are believed to be physical fragments of           

embryological neural centers as part of the autonomic nervous system whose activity            

can be changed through willful concentration (Maxwell, 2009). Changes in the           

autonomic nervous system ultimately influences changes in central nervous centers          

of gap disjunctions (i.e., chakra points). These centers are believed to represent the             

physical base of chakras and are immediately influenced by subjective mental energy            

(Maxwell, 2009). This implies that those “chakra centers” are interconnected and           

influence the entire central nervous system and secretory activity in endocrine           

systems. His study overemphasizes the role of electrical and endocrine network           
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activity but deemphasizes the possible effect of the chemical secretory system           

(Maxwell, 2009). 

C h a k ra s 

Instead, understanding the emotional aspects of the self is crucial to better            

conceptualize “the astral body” or “emotional body” as it is regarded by Reiki             

practitioners. Chakras are believed to be the energy vortexes that bring life to the              

astral self, which mirrors the emotional self (Nemri, 2004). It is further developed             

that “one must experience spirituality for themselves (Kumar &Dempsey, 2002).          

Kumar and Dempsey document, “meditation teaches us how to identify the feelings            

hidden by strong emotion so that it can be healed, rather through self-expression and              

experience (2002). How can we experience this “spiritual reality” and what are the             

norms or beliefs surrounding the practice of Reiki practice toward spiritual           

enhancement?” 

In her study, Nemri introduces the most important seven chakras as           

metaphysical energy. Studying chakra theory is important because it is believed to            

help understand the process from where “mental energy” (i.e., mana) is utilized in             

Reiki healing. Nemri suggests, “those chakras are directly connected to different parts            

of our astral and physical body, and physical disease is believed to stem from              

long-term, unresolved emotional issues (Nemri, 2004). Here she implies that when           

negative thoughts accumulate, this depletes the chakras of its energy. Nemri suggests,            

“when we self-reflect on our attitudes, memories, and beliefs with the desire to             
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release negative emotion, it will results in both physical and emotional healing.”            

Following through, I will describe those beliefs and attitudes surrounding aspects of            

the chakra system. 

- The first chakra is commonly known in western society as the root chakra.              

This chakra is associated with the color red and it is believed by practitioners to hold                

energy from our past trajectory as consciousness (Nemri, 2004). This chakra as a             

color is believed to bring forth the motivation for systemic beliefs (i.e., religions,             

institutions, extreme rational traditions), lacked or established sense of security,          

belongingness to other beings on earth (Nemri, 2004) are remnants of your unique             

chakra karma. When activated, it can temporarily help provide a sense of            

“grounding,” because it opposes negative feelings of abandonment or loneliness, fears           

of death, or sudden change. When those feelings are present, it means that there are               

unresolved emotional issues, that can lead into physical dysfunctions of the lower            

spine, feet, rectum, and immune system. Relates to group synergy (Kumar, 1994).            

P.S. there are many techniques pronouncing to help activate or increase the root             

chakra power, (e.g.,, feet grounding, meditation, being optimistic, more liberal, doing           

good things to others.) Otherwise, you deplete energy from such source (i.e,            

universally-speaking). 

- The second chakra is known by western practitioners as the spleen chakra             

and it is associated with the color orange. The location of this chakra point resides in                

the lower abdomen. Good energy and balance to this chakra develop an interest in              

forming meaningful relationships, and develop a sense of control over our emotional            
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selves (Nemri, 2004). Blockages to this chakra leads to physical dysfunctions of our             

sexual organs, large intestine, pelvis, appendix bladder, and/or hip area where it is             

stimulated by social interconnectedness or by virtue of appreciation for physical and            

non-physical experiences (Nemri, 2004). It is also believed that creativity is           

stimulated at this chakra center. When fully activated, it helps provide a sense of              

satisfaction. Some techniques used to help increase the flow of energy to this point              

are; sociality, wearing color orange, eating oranges, meditation, and safe intimacy). 

- The third chakra is known as the solar plexus and it is associated with the                

color yellow . Nemri declares that, this chakra brings forth a sense of power and              

promotes personal synergy, in relation to our external environment and others           

(2004). It is inferred by this statement that this stage of awareness brings vitality and               

energy. This is the magnetic core of charisma, personality development, ego, and            

self-esteem where intuition is increased (Nemri, 2004). When we do not develop a             

balanced solar plexus, fears of loss and rejection are also associated with energy             

blockages to this chakra. Emotional imbalance of life energy to this chakra point is              

believed to lead to physical dysfunctions in the pancreas, abdomen, liver, kidney,            

pancreas, spleen, and middle spine (Nemri, 2004). Strong emotions of fearing failure            

and rejection results in losing personal power. Techniques that help the flow of             

energy to this chakra are; (reading, wellness lifestyles, exercise, being nice to to             

others, meditation, eating yellow foods, sun meditation). Otherwise, you deplete your           

own self energy that can invest onto next life incarnations if not careful. It is               

consequently your ownself that decides, and not the level of self power that another              
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person has inherited throughout their awareness of good behavior. Being envious           

towards others depletes your own power to this chakra power of intelligence.  

Think good thoughts towards others! 

- The fourth and fifth chakras are known as the heart and throat chakra. The               

fourth chakra attributes to the colors green or pink. Here is what holds the power               

center of the human energy system and where we develop a sense of motivation,              

inspiration, and physical healing (Nemri, 2004). It is the fuel of our own physical and               

spiritual bodies. Unresolved love issues, commitment, forgiveness, and compassion,        

and even anger manifest as disease in the heart, circulatory system, lungs, shoulders,             

arms, breast and diaphragm when not in love with self-appearance or the likeness of              

others (Nemri, 2004). The fifth center of consciousness is the throat chakra that             

associates with the color blue . This is where the power of will resonates and then               

helps us understand the differences between acceptance or surrender (Nemri, 2004).           

This is the only chakra that helps us connect between the “two worlds” (i.e, spiritual               

and physical realities). She also informs us that the throat chakra is stimulated by              

being honest, that it integrates the power between the physical and the spiritual             

realms, and then helps a person become successful by enhancing his or her ability to               

communicate (2004). Here she emphasizes that our actions influence chakra activity           

and that it even influences some parts of the social-self thus increasing awareness.             

When we are stagnated by our fears and distrust, we develop issues in the throat,               

mouth, gums, teeth, and esophagus (Nemri, 2004). Again, we notice that there            
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perceived connection between the well being of body organs and the metaphysical            

energy of chakra centers. 

The sixth chakra is known as the “third eye;” it is associated with the colors               

indigo or purple . This is where there is an interaction between our body and mind               

due to a blending of mental and spiritual energy. If properly stimulated, it helps bring               

forth “enlightenment” due to emotional energy not being involved (Nemri, 2004).           

Here, Nemri is informing us that our perception is altered in some way. Energy              

depletion is brought forward by our unwillingness to understand fears or emotions            

and also by worrying about things we cannot change (Nemri, 2004). Nemri is             

implying that our emotions are responses that should not be undermined. Emotional            

imbalance associated with this chakra manifests as physical dysfunctions in the brain,            

pituitary, pineal glands, eyes, ears , and nose (Nemri, 2004). Improper use of this              

chakra energy can lead to mental illness. Great techniques toward enhancing good            

energy to this chakra is by praying, wishing good things on other, going out of your                

way to forgive others, practicing mercy, self-regulating behavior, eating purple foods,           

or wearing the color purple. What color purple are you thinking about ? 

The seventh chakra* is known as the “crown chakra* ” and it is associated with              

the color “glowing white * ” This is our connection to divine energy and spiritual             

nature, that seeks to establish our relationship with “higher consciousness”(Nemri,          

2004). Apparently this “awareness” is also increased through meditation and prayer.           

Whereas our root chakra aims to protect us from our fears, the crown chakra aims to                

release our fears, truth is revealed by the seventh chakra* (Nemri, 2004). Here she              
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explains how the emotional self acquires a sense of understanding and wisdom (i.e.,             

truth). This is the entry point of divine energy, that moves downward through the              

chakras and earth and then comes back up to the crown chakra (i.e., higher              

consciousness)(Nemri, 2004). Energy can somehow be shared from throughout the          

chakras. Spiritual abandonment leads to problems in our muscular and skeletal           

system, as well as our skin aging (Nemri, 2004).  

Kundalini 

In a related study, Ravindra Kumar Ph. D., explores personal experiences and            

the systematic integrative nature of chakra activity. Her hypothesis is that the            

application of kundalini yoga contributes to exceptional human experiences (i.e.,          

E.H.E’s) and that the activation of the chakras by the process of kundalini from sixth               

to seventh chakra center brings biological, physical, and spiritual changes in a person             

(Kumar, 1994). Her findings are that when kundalini energy remains dormant in the             

root chakra, it serves as a center of energy that gives rise to emotions or any                

perceptions of Kama (lust), Krodh (anger), Moha (attachment), Lobh (greed), and           

Ahankar (ego)( Kumar, 1994).  She warns that these “sins” must be avoided            

completely in order for at least the first stage of personal transformation to take              

place. Activating the first chakra through meditation allows for the astral body to             

levitate and brings experiences of either clairvoyance or clairaudience (Kumar, 1995).           

From this understanding we develop an awareness of how our actions determine            

whether we experience aspects of spirituality and the extent to how we do so.  
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These are just the basic concepts of chakra utility as explained by your fellow              

researcher (i..e, Sikeyboi). Including bio-psycho social experiences, and how color is           

attributed to each. We note that the attributable meaning toward chakras and its             

perceived effects take a toll on our well being, illness, or disease if not careful or if                 

investing harm on oneself or others. Chakras work together, and some serve as a              

basis for activating another (Kumar, 1994). We are given an example about this             

concept in kundalini theory. “When the Kundalini energy becomes awakened into the            

third chakra (i.e., solar plexus), the individual becomes free of disease and illness”             

(Kumar 1994). It is further explained that a sense of victory, power, charisma, and              

energy are experienced during this stage, including an expanded moral          

consciousness. Chakra points serve as appendants of knowledge when conceptualized          

rightfully, can better help understand Reiki healing practices and bring awareness of            

new and updated associated beliefs existing within the matrix field. Some limitations            

of this article where that I did not provide the definition of kundalini, nor did we                

account for a wider population sample based on their actual thoughts or beliefs. Most              

of the information was directly observed or experienced and since it is predominantly             

subjective, it cannot be directly measured or empirically analyzed. I do not condone             

the symbolic representation of kundalini energy throughout energy vortexes. Instead          

I feel that potential masters should choose their own way of embedding such life              

energy in the best pattern possible, my incorporating crown chakra energy           

integratively instead.  

                                                 Research Methods 
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The basic plan for my research study was to answer some questions. I used              

quantitative research methods through incorporating archival analytic techniques.        

Autobiographies were collected and analyzed in order to account for those beliefs            

and experiences surrounding the Reiki healing practice. The independent variables          

where the norms and beliefs surrounding chakra theory whereas the dependent           

variables where the norms and beliefs surrounding Reiki healing. 

This study is archival in nature. I began using the UCI online library databases              

to search for those articles that are relevant to this study and utilized search engines               

such as Academic Search Complete and Web of Science to better facilitate            

understanding. The keywords typed to search for articles where: Kundalini, chakra           

healing, chakras, yoga, spirituality, nervous system development, and psychotherapy.         

 The Journal of Religion and Psychical Research, SAGE social science collections,           

Journal of Religion and Science has provided me with good articles. I have found              

information on important bio-energy centers and their role in Reiki practice,           

associated beliefs about their functionality, and some insightful implications for          

future research. Ideas of resurrection, regenerative healing, and well-being are          

believed to originate from the theoretical understanding of chakras. Findings suggest           

that throughout the meditative process, an individual may attribute meaning (i.e.,           

mental energy) toward a specific color and any associated energetic properties will            

consequently affect the fabric of physical and spiritual reality. Use this knowledge            

wisely!  ~ Sikeybo i 

                                                Bonus Discussion 
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If I were to find that willful concentration activates neural network activity,            

then we can further support the idea that “mental energy” can be shaped and interact               

with “centers of consciousness” and consequently affect emotional states. Normative          

standards and beliefs surrounding chakra healing theory suggest that we now have a             

system of knowledge from where we can work with (i.e., understanding of chakras).             

Kundalini serves as a method of self-healing contrary to Reiki Healing, yet these both              

systems do not deny an understanding of the chakra system. Both systems claim to              

believe in a “ field of spiritual energy.” What do you think? 

If there is a “spiritual field” that interacts with our physical reality, and if gap               

junction activity is observed to become affected by this understanding, then do we             

have direct access to this field “through willful thought” instead? I predict that the              

more meaning that is attributed toward the existence of “a spiritual field” (e.g.,             

chakra color) the higher the probability that the associated meaning (e.g., healing            

with green chakra) will improve the effect on the emotional self concept.  

Kundalini serves as a method of self-healing contrary to Reiki Healing. Both of             

these healing systems still consider chakra theory. If chakra theory represents the            

subjective language of healing, then further research will be needed to understand its             

bio-psycho and social effects on the self. In her study, McTaggart (2003) reveals,             

“DNA stores light energy and releases it to heal the body that activates with linguistic               

expressions such as mantras, affirmations or other meaningful sounds or thoughts.”           

Can these thought be thoughts of healing or knowledge regeneration? She believes            
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that this consequently alters our bioenergy fields and ultimately influences physical           

reality (McTaggart, 2003). 

My study was greatly limited because the articles where conveniently attained.           

This biases my prediction and causes researching bias. In like manner, a lot of the               

information that was attained related to theories that studied beliefs as unobservable            

(i..e, aspatial data). In theory, it will be very dumb for science to include subjective               

knowledge into scientific understanding. Most of the article provided information          

that was idiosyncratic and pertained to ideas that are currently non-objectifiable.           

Future research should investigate the reliability of chakra theory by studying the            

social factors of an individual. For example, we can seek to understand if those that               

are having musco-skeletal or skin problems are having issues with spiritually. Or we             

can also look for patterns of the most salient attributable characteristics of chakra             

points (social abilities) and how they compare to the physical wellbeing of each the              

self and others. This will allow us to understand new and complementary ways of              

healing.  

We have learned the ability to implement mixed method research when           

answering research questions are incorporating technology as a utility to greatly           

facilitates this process. I also learned how important the historical component of any             

issue is. If we are to understand this subject sociologically, we must understand             

changes in its existence across time settings. I find it more interesting to rather              

understand this meaning subjectively, history behind topics because it allows for an            
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inferential analysis. Descriptive analysis is also important but a lot of meaning may             

be lost in numbers.  

When writing out this information for you all, I found it very easy to organize               

them rather by theme and some color. I also liked the idea of breaking up the                

introduction into two separate paragraphs. I feel like the introduction should provide            

the historical context, and the second paragraph (i.e., abstract) should provide the            

research questions then findings. For this study, it was much easier for myself to              

incorporate theory that was interdisciplinary and I also found it was more fascinating.             

I combined quantum, psychological, and symbolic perspectives to better help fully           

understand aspects of social reality ( i.e., the Matrix Field ) 

I learned that my way of thinking is more inductive rather and deductive. As a               

potential scientist it is crucial that I adopt a deductive way of thinking! I rather argue                

that a balanced cycle between the two is necessary because it can help provide both               

non-scientific and scientific aspects of an issue. I learned many great tips and tricks              

from other scholars and really enjoyed many other projects not mentioned in this             

article like; grounding effects, crystal-gem healing, meditation, spiritual meaning of          

the aquarian age as an air quality and not water element). My favorites where the               

presentations on aromatherapy, cryotherapy, and healing imagery . I think that a           

combination of these three may help the body relax and re-energize. 
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